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Learning by repetition engages distinct cognitive strategies whose contributions are adjusted with experience. Early in learn-

ing, performance relies upon flexible, attentive strategies. With extended practice, inflexible, automatic strategies emerge.

This transition is thought fundamental to habit formation and applies to human and animal cognition. In the context of

spatial navigation, place strategies are flexible, typically employed early in training, and rely on the spatial arrangement

of landmarks to locate a goal. Response strategies are inflexible, become dominant after overtraining, and utilize fixed

motor sequences. Although these strategies can operate independently, they have also been shown to interact.

However, since previous work has focused on single-choice learning, if and how these strategies interact across sequential

choices remains unclear. To test strategy interactions across sequential choices, we utilized various two-choice spatial nav-

igation tasks administered on the Opposing Ts maze, an apparatus for rodents that permits experimental control over strat-

egy recruitment. We found that when a second choice required spatial working memory, the transition to response

navigation on the first choice was blocked. Control experiments specified this effect to the cognitive aspects of the second-

ary task. In addition, response navigation, once established on a single choice, was not reversed by subsequent introduction

of a secondary choice reliant on spatial working memory. These results demonstrate that performance strategies interact

across choices, highlighting the sensitivity of strategy use to the cognitive demands of subsequent actions, an influence from

which overtrained rigid actions may be protected.

[Supplemental material is available for this article.]

Whenever a subject engages in a repetitive task or behavior, with
practice several aspects of performance undergo modification.
Not only does overall performance tend to improve or become
more effective, but the underlying cognitive strategies change.
Specifically, the formation of habits is thought to result from an in-
cremental progression away from the use of flexible, attentive per-
formance strategies to the engagement of inflexible, automatic
strategies. This strategy transition is observed in various cognitive
domains, e.g., spatial navigation (Hicks 1964; Packard and
McGaugh 1996; Packard 1999; Schmitzer-Torbert 2007), instru-
mental and skill learning (Balleine and O’Doherty 2010; Derusso
et al. 2010; De Kleine and Van der Lubbe 2011), and language in-
terpretation and execution (Ullman 2004), and conserved across
species (Schmitzer-Torbert 2007). Although the transition is ro-
bust, several factors internal and external to the subject alter the
onset of automatic behaviors (Restle 1957; McDonald et al. 2004;
Packard 2009). These factors seem to exert their effects by differen-
tially engaging dissociable learning and memory systems which
interact to recruit a distinct performance strategy at select time
points during learning. Thus, an understanding of these interac-
tions has important implications for decision-making at large.

Much of the current evidence for the nature of these interac-
tions stems from studies of spatial navigation. In these studies,
flexible/attentive strategies, termed place (locale) strategies, rely
on calibrated spatial information associated with an expectancy

of an outcome (Tolman 1948; O’Keefe and Nadel 1978), whereas
inflexible/automatic strategies, termed response (taxon/praxic)
strategies, rely on fixed motor sequences. During single-solution
tasks, for which the use of spatial landmarks or a fixed motor se-
quence (but not both) are relevant to successful navigation, place
and response navigational strategies show reciprocal interference
and are thought to compete. For example, performance is dimin-
ished when an abundance of spatial cues (conducive to place
learning) are presented during a task requiring response naviga-
tion (Packard 1987). In dual-solution tasks, for which the use of
spatial landmarks and a fixed motor sequence are both suitable
for successful performance, navigational strategies can work to-
gether to coordinate an appropriate action (Hamilton et al.
2004). Typical dual-solution designs include periodic probe trials
to estimate the reliance on place and response navigation. Probe
trials intermittently spaced across training have reliably demon-
strated the strategy transition in spatial navigation, showing a
greater reliance on place strategies early in training and response
strategies after extensive repetition (Hicks 1964; Packard and
McGaugh 1996; Packard 1999; Schmitzer-Torbert 2007).

Previous workhaspredominantly focusedon strategy interac-
tions during a single isolated decision, which precludes an
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understanding of strategy interplay during serial-choice learning.
To investigate strategy interactions across sequential decisions, us-
ing spatial navigation in rodents as a model, we designed and built
the Opposing Ts (OpT) maze, which permits experimental control
over the strategies used on sequential intersections. We found that
inclusion of a two-choice task that required attentive navigation,
i.e., sustained use of spatial working memory (McDonald and
White 1993; Devan et al. 2011), at the second choice prevented
the transition to response navigation at the first choice.
However, this effect was not observed in two-choice control tasks.
Moreover, when secondary attentive training was initiated after
extensive pretraining on a single dual-solution turn, its influence
on primarystrategyengagement was lost, i.e., fixed motor respons-
es persisted indefinitely. These findings suggest that performance
strategies interact across serial decisions and identify conditions
that modulate the influence of subsequent choices on strategy
recruitment.

Results

Rats were pseudo-randomly assigned to
one of four tasks (Win-Shift, n ¼ 16;
Win-Stay, n ¼ 14; Win-Win, n ¼ 13; and
Plus, n ¼ 20), which differed in their cog-
nitive requirement to find a food reward.
Foreachtask, rats underwent 5wkof daily
training sessions administered on a
sequential two-choice apparatus (the
OpT maze) (Fig. 1). Win-Shift, Win-Stay,
and Win-Win tasks utilized two consecu-
tive choice points (primary and second-
ary) (Fig. 1C). On these three tasks, the
primary choice invariably utilized a dual-
solution turn, i.e., a turn that could be
solved by reference memory engaging ei-
ther place or response navigation. The
learning demands on the secondary
choice varied by task (Fig. 1D). The
Win-Shift task required sustained atten-
tive navigation on the second choice,
i.e., flexible actions reliant on working
memory for recent spatial exploration
(e.g., McDonald and White 1993). This
was accomplished by requiring a shift
strategy from an immediately preceding
run on which a random secondary arm
was rewarded. In contrast, the secondary
choice on the Win-Stay task (similar to
the primary turn) could be solved by ref-
erence memory, engaging either place or
response navigation. This was accom-
plished by invariably rewarding a second-
ary arm, found either by its fixed location
or a fixed route. The Win-Win task de-
manded the same sensory-motor experi-
ences as Win-Shift and Win-Stay tasks,
but did not require secondary learning
or memory, i.e., both secondary arms
were rewarded. Between-task compari-
sons permitted isolation of the unique ef-
fects of secondary learning strategies on
the primary place-to-response transition
that occurs with overtraining. Inclusion
of a dual-solution, single-choice task
(Plus) provided a control condition to

which the effects on primary strategy of secondary tasks could be
compared more generally (Fig. 1E). An additional group of rats
(P-WSh, n ¼ 14) was pretrained on the single-choice Plus task for
2 wk prior to initiation of secondary Win-Shift training (see
Materials and Methods for full details on each task).

Primary choice accuracy and reward latency are equivalent

between tasks
On the primary choice, all rats reduced arm entry errors over the
course of 6 d of training (F(3.67,260.35) ¼ 52.79, P , 0.001), reach-
ing .90% accuracy (Fig. 2A; Supplemental Fig. 1A). While accura-
cy in movement toward the food reward was maintained (.90%)
with continued training, rats on the Win-Win task displayed an
increased number of errors compared to rats on the Plus condition
(P , 0.01). However, on average only a 3% performance decre-
ment drove this effect. Reward latency also decreased with train-
ing (F(4.40,312.30) ¼ 42.80, P , 0.001) in a similar fashion for each
task (Fig. 2B; Supplemental Fig. 1B). Taken together, differences
in secondary learning demands did not meaningfully alter perfor-
mance on the primary choice.

Figure 1. The OpT maze allows investigation of distinct navigational strategies across serial choice
points. (A) Training was administered on the Opposing Ts (OpT) maze, which permitted sequential
choice points (primary, 1˚, and secondary, 2˚, in C) that could vary in strategic demand. (B) The
maze was positioned in a room with a moderately rich extra-maze environment. Each rat was assigned
to one of four tasks (Win-Shift, Win-Stay, Win-Win, and Plus). (C) During training, rats were started from
the south arm. Win-Shift, Win-Stay, and Win-Win tasks utilized primary and secondary choice points.
The primary choice could be solved using either a place or a response strategy. However, the strategies
needed to solve the secondary choice varied by task. (D) Each trial was comprised of two paired runs:
forced followed by choice. On the forced run, a blockade on the secondary choice (pseudo-randomly
positioned for Win-Shift and Win-Win tasks, invariably positioned for the Win-Stay task) forced the
animal to enter the open (rewarded) arm. On the choice run, no blockades were present on the second-
ary choice and a reward was positioned according to specific task demands. On the choice run, the
Win-Shift task rewarded entry into the secondary arm blocked on the forced run (requiring spatial
working memory). The Win-Stay task rewarded the same arm as on the forced run (solvable by refer-
ence memory). The Win-Win task rewarded both secondary arms (not requiring learning or
memory). (E) The Plus task consisted of a single dual-solution turn on the primary choice point, and
restricted access to secondary arms. On every seventh day after the start of training, a probe (five in
total) was administered to identify strategy selection (C,F). Arrows indicate the location of food
rewards (Froot Loop cereal halves) (D,E). See Supplemental Videos A, B for visual presentation of Plus
and Win-Shift task training and probe runs. (F) The experimental timeline shows the progression of
each rat through the experiment prior to (i.e., Holding, Shaping, Maze Habituation) and following
the onset of training (indicated by the arrow).
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Secondary choice accuracy differs according to task

assignment
All rats reduced secondary choice errors over the course of training
(F(11.66,431.45) ¼ 6.87, P , 0.0001). However, significant task differ-
ences in secondary accuracy were observed (F(2,37) ¼ 67.12, P ,

0.001). Win-Stay assigned rats quickly learned the secondary
choice task during the first training week (.90% accuracy), and
maintained this level of accuracy during subsequent training ses-
sions (Fig. 2C). Moreover, the learning rate demonstrated on the
secondary choice mimicked that observed on the primary choice
(cf. Win-Stay in Fig. 2A,C), suggesting they were learned in parallel.
Rats also performed significantly above chance on the Win-Shift
task, with (P-WSh reaching �74% accuracy, P , 0.0001) or with-
out (Win-Shift reaching �83% task accuracy, P , 0.0001) Plus pre-
training. At the same time, both conditions showed increased
secondary errors compared to that observed in the Win-Stay con-
dition (P , 0.05). Furthermore, Plus pretraining significantly in-
creased the number of Win-Shift errors (P , 0.05). However,
secondary Win-Shift accuracy in the P-WSh group, although re-
duced overall, increased with training at a rate similar to that ob-
served in the Win-Shift group (P . 0.10) (Fig. 2C).

Secondary task assignment differentially affects primary

strategy use across training sessions
The strategy used by a rat to navigate the primary choice was iden-
tified (probed) every seventh day following the onset of training
by starting the rat from the opposite (north) arm to that during
training (south) (Fig. 1C,F). On these probe runs, a place strategy
was defined as entry into the side of the maze rewarded during
training (indicating reliance on distal spatial cues), and a response
strategy as use of the same body turn as rewarded during training
(Fig. 1C; see Materials and Methods). After 6 d of training, each
task produced a similar proportion of rats using a place strategy,
i.e., �42% (P . 0.10) (Fig. 3A; Supplemental Fig. 2). As expected,
response strategies on the dual-solution Plus task increased
significantly following continued training (e.g., from 55% after
6 d of training to 90% after 30 d; x2(4) ¼ 9.94, P , 0.05) (e.g.,
Supplemental Video A), reflecting the transition from attentive
to automatic performance. In contrast, secondary Win-Shift train-
ing maintained the number of rats using primary place strategies

throughout the experiment (Fig. 3A;
Supplemental Fig. 2; e.g., Supplemental
Video B). Although the strategy transi-
tion was delayed in Win-Stay and
Win-Win conditions, response strategies
significantly increased by the end of
training (Win-Stay, x2(4) ¼ 11.23, P ,

0.05; Win-Win, x2(4) ¼ 13.39, P , 0.05),
reaching comparable levels to that ob-
served in the Plus task. Accordingly, on
the final probe, significantly more
Win-Shift assigned rats used a place strat-
egy (69%) compared to those assigned to
Plus (10%, P , 0.0005), Win-Stay (14%,
P , 0.005), and Win-Win (15%, P ,

0.005) conditions. These data suggest
that the transition to response navigation
with repeated training is prevented by the
cognitive demands of the Win-Shift task,
i.e., spatial working memory, rather than
additional sensory-motor experiences or
secondary reference memory.

To determine if secondary Win-Shift
training was able to increase reliance on

primary place strategies following the emergence of response nav-
igation, a group of rats (P-WSh) was trained on the Plus task for 2
wk prior to the onset of Win-Shift training. As expected, 2 wk of
Plus pretraining induced relative reliance on response strategies
at the primary choice, a strategy profile consistent with that ob-
served from rats assigned to the Plus task (P . 0.05) (Fig. 3A;

Figure 3. Win-Shift task assignment blocks the transition to response
navigation on the primary choice. The incidence of primary response
strategies increased with overtraining in all but the Win-Shift task. This
is illustrated by plotting the primary choice strategy ratio (Place Rats/
Total Rats+SEM) for each task across probe runs ([A]: Win-Shift, n ¼
16; Win-Stay, n ¼ 14; Win-Win, n ¼ 13; Plus, n ¼ 20; P-WSh, n ¼ 14).
Strategy data from the Win-Shift phase of the P-WSh group (P-WSh,
Win-Shift) begins with probe three. These data show that Win-Shift task
assignment modifies primary strategy recruitment in favor of place navi-
gation. In addition, Plus pretraining negated Win-Shift’s influence over
primary strategy. Rats were divided into stable place (P), stable response
(R), variable place-to-response (P-to-R), and variable response-to-place
(R-to-P) strategy profiles. The proportion of rats in each strategy profile
is plotted for each task (stable rats: Win-Shift, n ¼ 6; Win-Stay, n ¼ 4;
Win-Win, n ¼ 2; Plus, n ¼ 5; P-WSh, n ¼ 5; variable rats: Win-Shift, n ¼
9; Win-Stay, n ¼ 10; Win-Win, n ¼ 11; Plus, n ¼ 15; P-WSh, n ¼ 9).
Variable rats were weighted according to the extent of their transition
(see Materials and Methods). The ratio of rats using stable (B) to variable
(C) strategies was equivalent between tasks; however, more place rats and
more response-to-place rats were found in the Win-Shift task. Data com-
piled across probe runs from the P-WSh condition (B,C) represent those
collected during the Win-Shift training phase.

Figure 2. Rates of learning on primary and secondary choice points and reward latency by task. (A)
Task accuracy on the primary choice increased with training and reached asymptotic values after the
first week. Across tasks, rats maintained .90% accuracy on the primary choice with overtraining. (B)
Reward latency was reduced throughout training with no task-specific effects. (C) Secondary task accu-
racy increased with training. The Win-Stay task was acquired more quickly than the Win-Shift task with
(P-WSh) and without Plus pretraining. While Win-Stay rats reached asymptotic performance, Win-Shift
performance continued to increase with extended training with similar learning rates in Win-Shift and
P-WSh conditions. Despite an equivalent learning rate, Plus pretraining significantly increased the
number of Win-Shift errors across training sessions. Data are shown as mean+SEM. After the first 6
d of training, values presented are averaged across each training week. The Win-Shift phase of the
P-WSh group (P-WSh, Win-Shift) begins on training week three (A,B). Rats per condition: Win-Shift,
n ¼ 16; Win-Stay, n ¼ 14; Win-Win, n ¼ 13; Plus, n ¼ 20; P-WSh, n ¼ 14.
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Supplemental Fig. 2). However, Plus pretraining also blocked the
effects of secondary Win-Shift training on strategy as shown by
the maintained use of response navigation throughout the exper-
iment. Consequently, like Plus, Win-Stay, and Win-Win tasks, af-
ter 30 d of training the P-WSh condition produced significantly
fewer rats using a primary place strategy as compared to the
Win-Shift task without Plus pretraining (P , 0.0001) (Fig. 3A;
Supplemental Fig. 2). Moreover, this response dominant strategy
profile of P-WSh rats after 3 wk of secondary Win-Shift training re-
mained stable after an additional 2 wk of training (Supplemental
Fig. 2), showing no effect of extended secondary spatial working
memory training on primary strategy.

To better understand the task-specific aggregate strategy
data across training sessions, individual rats were grouped into
two broad strategy categories, “stable” and “variable” (Fig. 3B,C).
Rats using a stable strategy invariably displayed the same strategy
on each and every probe run (Fig. 3B). The remaining rats were
grouped as having a variable strategy profile, and used each strat-
egy at least once. Stable rats were subdivided according to place
or response tendencies. Variable rats were subdivided according
to the direction of their strategy transition across training sessions,
i.e., from place-to-response or from response-to-place (Fig. 3C; see
Materials and Methods). Each task produced an equivalent propor-
tion of stable to variable rats (P . 0.10). However, the Win-Shift
task produced a greater number of both stable rats using a place
strategy (x2(4) ¼ 12.38, P , 0.01) and variable rats showing a
response-to-place strategy transition (x2(4) ¼ 9.81, P , 0.05). In
addition, within-task comparisons revealed five times the num-
ber of stable place (as compared to stable response) rats, and two
times the number of variable response-to-place (as compared to
variable place-to-response) rats in the Win-Shift group. These find-
ings suggest that primary place navigation observed in rats as-
signed to the Win-Shift task (while maintained throughout
training) is predominantly the cumulative result of rats utilizing
a stable place strategy and those transitioning from a response to
a place strategy. Thus, although the Win-Shift primary strategy ra-
tio (place/total) on average remains close to chance levels (Fig. 3A;
Supplemental Fig. 2), this result is not due to random arm entry on
probe runs. Strategy subdivisions did not differentiate primary
(P . 0.10) or secondary (P . 0.10) (Table 1) choice accuracy or re-
ward latency (P . 0.10), showing that task performance is robust
to strategy engagement (Table 1). Altogether, these data suggest
that secondary spatial working memory training maintains reli-
ance on place strategies on a primary choice despite overtraining,
but its effect is prevented by 2 wk of previous single-choice dual-
solution training.

Vicarious trial and error is selectively associated

with place navigation
Vicarious trial and error (VTE) is a term used to characterize back
and forth movement at a choice point (Muenzinger and Gentry

1931; Muenzinger 1938; Tolman 1948). As VTE is thought to be in-
volved in deliberative spatial navigation (Papale et al. 2012; van
der Meeret al. 2012), we hypothesized that VTE would be selective-
ly increased during place navigation and in rats assigned to the
Win-Shift task. We defined VTE as the number of partial arm cross-
es at the primary choice point prior to arm entry and measured
these values on probe runs. Such measurement revealed that
the proportion of place strategies used by a rat wasdirectly correlat-
ed with the amount of VTE (r ¼ 0.58, P , 0.0001) (Fig. 4), a trend
mimicked when looking at individual strategy groupings
(F(3,50) ¼ 7.54, P , 0.01) (Fig. 4, inset). Like strategy recruitment,
the amount of VTE observed after 6 d of training was equivalent be-
tween tasks (P . 0.10). However, after 30 d of training, there was
significantly more VTE observed in Win-Shift trained rats (P ,

0.05) (e.g., see Supplemental Videos A, B; cf. VTE during Plus to
Win-Shift probe runs). Considering VTE on place and response
runs separately for each task (as correlation analysis between VTE
and strategy is confounded by task assignment), we found a robust
increase (�61%) in VTE during place as compared to response nav-
igation, although considerable variability in the magnitude of this
increase was observed across tasks (Win-Shift ¼ 66%, Win-Stay ¼
150%, Win-Win ¼ 20%, Plus ¼ 20%, P-WSh ¼ 51%). While the

scoring method we used may not be sen-
sitive to fine head movements and does
not account for pausing (Hu et al. 1997),
we also measured the duration of time
rats spent in distinct segments of the
maze on probe runs. The results from
this analysis were consistent with the re-
sults obtained from tallies of partial arm
crosses, showing that the mean time
spent in the primary choice point was
significantly greater on place (10.58 sec)
than on response runs (5.76 sec,
F(1,317) ¼ 9.34, P , 0.0001), an effect not
observed on other maze segments, e.g.,

Table 1. Strategy does not differentiate secondary choice accuracy

Task 5,0a 4,1 3,2 2,3 1,4 0,5 Total rb

Win-Stay – 95 (2) 97 (3) 93 (3) 94 (–) 95 (1) 95 (2) 0.07
Win-Shift 74 (10) 80 (2) – 73 (6) 73 (7) 77 (7) 74 (7) 0.07
P-WSh – – – – 66 (8) 70 (–) 68 (8) 0.24

Secondary task accuracy (percent correct), shown as mean (standard deviation), is equivalent across strategy

groupings.
aStrategy combinations (place, response) observed across the five probe runs administered during secondary

task training.
bNonsignificant (P . 0.10) Pearson’s correlation coefficients show the lack of a relationship between strategy

and accuracy within each secondary task.

Figure 4. Vicarious trial and error is associated with place navigation
and preserved during secondary Win-Shift training. Mean vicarious trial
and error (VTE) was directly correlated with mean strategy (r ¼ 0.58,
P , 0.01), showing increased VTE from rats with relatively greater reliance
on place navigation. Likewise, a greater number of VTE events were found
in place compared to variable and response strategy groupings (mean+
SEM, inset). Larger symbols reflect mean strategy and VTE (+SEM) across
rats according to task assignment, illustrating a between-task gradient in
VTE and place-based navigation (ranked in decreasing order of mean VTE:
Win-Shift, n ¼ 12; Win-Stay, n ¼ 9; Win-Win, n ¼ 11; Plus, n ¼ 13; P-WSh,
n ¼ 14). Data shown from the P-WSh condition represent those collected
during the Win-Shift training phase.
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start or goal arms (P . 0.10). Together, these data reflect a robust
correspondence between VTE and place navigation.

Discussion

This research set out to examine interactions between perfor-
mance strategies during serial-choice learning. In particular, we
investigated the effects of secondary tasks with specified cognitive
requirements on the transition from attentive to automatic per-
formance that occurs with repeated practice and experience.
The findings reported here suggest the presence of a transfer ef-
fect of strategy during serial navigation, and outline conditions
that modulate its occurrence. Specifically, we identified a strictly
behavioral treatment that prevents, but does not reverse, the
transition from the use of place (attentive) to response (auto-
matic) strategies. Confirming previous research, we demonstrated
that overtraining on a single-choice, dual-solution task (Plus) in-
creased the incidence of response navigation (Fig. 3A; Supple-
mental Fig. 2; Hicks 1964; Packard and McGaugh 1996; Packard
1999). In contrast, we found that a two-choice task that required
attentive performance (Win-Shift, spatial working memory) at
the second intersection completely blocked the transition from
place-to-response navigation at the first (primary) (Fig. 3A; Sup-
plemental Fig. 2). In addition, control two-choice tasks that could
be solved using reference memory and/or response navigation,
but that overlapped considerably in many behavioral aspects
(Win-Stay, Win-Win), delayed but did not prevent the onset of re-
sponse strategies with overtraining. Together, these results suggest
that while secondary reference memory and/or additional
sensory-motor experiences may delay the strategy transition, sec-
ondary spatial working memory training is able to preserve the re-
liance on place performance at a primary choice.

The extent and rate of secondary learning was decreased
in the Win-Shift task compared to control tasks (Fig. 2C).
Therefore, we cannot eliminate secondary learning and task diffi-
culty as factors influencing primary strategy recruitment. Indeed,
uncertainty has been shown to modify the use of performance
strategies (Derusso et al. 2010; Sullivan et al. 2012). However, it ap-
pears that uncertainty, learning phase, and/or task difficulty on
the secondary choice are not principal factors driving the effects
on primary strategy observed here. In particular, although rats in
the Win-Shift condition did not reach asymptotic secondary per-
formance, they significantly increasedaccuracyacross training ses-
sions (Fig. 2C). Moreover, secondary task accuracy did not predict
primary strategy groupings both in the aggregate (cf. Win-Shift in
Figs. 2C, 3A; Supplemental Fig. 2) and individual data (Table 1). In
fact, while there was a nonsignificant increase in primary place
strategies with continued Win-Shift training, a significant transi-
tion to response navigation was observed in control tasks, al-
though secondary performance was increased with training on
all tasks.

Similarly, our experimental design did not isolate the effects
of working memory for spatial locations as opposed to working
memory for sequences of actions or turns. For example, although
the Win-Shift task requires an animal to attend to relevant task in-
formation (Zola-Morgan and Squire 1985), and recruits the same
neural systems implicated in place/spatial strategies (Packard
et al. 1989; McDonald and White 1993; Packard and McGaugh
1996; Packard 1999; Devan et al. 2011), it is possible that some
Win-Shift animals strictly relied on working memory for recently
used routes (as opposed to spatial landmarks) to locate the goal.
Thus, it would be interesting to test the distinct contributions of
secondary spatial memory and working memory (in addition to
task difficulty) on the regulation of primary strategy recruitment.
A design that includes additional conditions, e.g., fixed, higher-

order serial tasks that vary in difficulty, and a cued nonspatial
working memory task (McDonald and White 1993), would help
disentangle these factors to better understand their individual in-
fluences on strategy engagement during serial decision-making.

The interaction between attentive and automatic perfor-
mance strategies across decision points observed here comple-
ments human studies showing transfer effects of working
memory training to unpracticed tasks that utilize similar brain
structures and cognitive processes (Klingberg 2010; Brehmer
et al. 2012). Moreover, in agreement with working memory exper-
iments that measure capacity (Huang-Pollock and Karalunas
2010), these results suggest that working memory demand is in-
versely associated with implicit skill acquisition or automatic per-
formance. To determine if secondary Win-Shift training directly
inhibits primary response engagement and/or directly facilitates
primary place engagement will require further investigation.

VTE is a marker of deliberative spatial processing in the rat.
We found VTE to selectively co-occur with place-dependent learn-
ing strategies on a dual-solution turn, a finding consistent with
Schmidt et al. (2013) showing VTE is increased during explicit
place compared to response training. Additionally, VTE behaviors
were strongly associated with the prevention of the place-
to-response transition by secondary Win-Shift training. As the
Win-Shift task requires ongoing updating and application of re-
cent spatial information, these results support the hypothesis
that VTE is more akin to an active search mechanism (Johnson
et al. 2012; Papale et al. 2012), rather than a passive exploratory
behavior.

Together, these findings support the notion that secondary
working memory training has potential value to increase atten-
tive performance on targeted tasks and skills despite extensive
practice and experience (e.g., Di Nocera et al. 2006; Youmans
and Ohlsson 2008; Hagewoud et al. 2010; Friederich and Herzog
2011; Gillan et al. 2011; He et al. 2011; Reichenbach et al. 2011;
Hogarth et al. 2013). Consistent with this hypothesis, delay dis-
counting has been shown to improve both with working memory
training (Bickel et al. 2011) and instruction that shifts attention to
focus on later rather than immediate rewards (Radu et al. 2011).

However, our data also suggest that automatic performance
resulting from repeated practice may be less responsive to such
treatment. The increase in rats transitioning from a response to
a place strategy in the Win-Shift task presents the possibility
that secondary working memory training is able to increase the
use of attentive strategies after sustained reliance on fixed motor
behaviors. However, we did not see this effect after 2 wk of Plus
pretraining, which produced a relative reliance on response navi-
gation (Fig. 3A; Supplemental Fig. 2). These discrepant findings
are potentially explained by methodological differences between
the Win-Shift task with (P-WSh) and without Plus pretraining.
Specifically, the Plus task rewards the primary turn at the end of
the east or west arm. In contrast, the Win-Shift task demands pri-
mary and secondary choices, but grants a single reward at the end
of the “correct” secondary arm (see Materials and Methods).
Therefore, prior learning in the Plus configuration could elicit
compartmentalization of the primary and secondary choice
points into discrete tasks that rely on discrete strategies, an effect
that persists across Win-Shift training sessions. Alternatively, as
rats pretrained on the Plus task reached asymptotic performance
and predominantly showed response strategies on the primary
choice after 2 wk of training, the influence of subsequent
Win-Shift training on primary strategy may have been blocked
by previous training and/or response interference. This notion
suggests there may be a sensitive period during which secondary
Win-Shift training can act upon primary strategy recruitment.

In accordance with this latter explanation, compared to
Win-Shift success when training began at the onset of the
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experiment, secondary Win-Shift accuracy was decreased follow-
ing Plus pretraining, demonstrating some degree of performance
interference. This result is consistent with findings from a dual-
solution task that showed reduced performance during subse-
quent strategy reversal training (on the same choice point) after
overtraining (Hicks 1964). Extending this research, our findings
suggest that strategy interference may occur across choice points,
during which the use of previously utilized strategy/choice-point
combinations (e.g., the use of an automatic strategy on an initial
decision) impairs acquisition of a subsequent task requiring the al-
ternative strategy (e.g., a subsequent attentive task). Further test-
ing will help determine the degree to which primary strategy, as
opposed to nonspecific learning, influences secondary single-
solution learning. At large, our data suggest that administration
of a secondary working memory task may preserve attentive
decision-making, and is most effective when administered from
the onset of task acquisition. That is, once a task is overtrained,
even prolonged secondary working memory training may not
be an effective means to modify the underlying performance strat-
egy. The initiation of secondary Win-Shift training only varied
across two time points, i.e., at the start of the experiment or fol-
lowing 2 wk of Plus pretraining. Therefore, it is unclear if the ef-
fects of secondary spatial working memory training on primary
strategy are “all or none” or graded. For example, it is possible
that as behaviors become more rigid with increased training peri-
ods, the efficacy of working memory training is gradually reduced.
Identifying the nature of these effects will help resolve whether
secondary working memory training may be effective at increas-
ing the use of attentive performance strategies in specified over-
trained behaviors. Similarly, this research did not test whether
response navigation, as determined on probe runs, was habitual.
However, previous research using a modified dual-solution proce-
dure paired with reward devaluation showed that after 10 d of
overtraining (40 runs/d) performance was habitual (Smith et al.
2012). Therefore, the results reported here on the malleability of
the transition to response navigation may be applicable to the
transition to habitual behaviors with repeated performance.

In rodents, a robust double dissociation is observed between
a hippocampal-mediated place strategy and a dorsolateral striatal-
mediated response strategy (Packard et al. 1989; Packard and
McGaugh 1996; Packard 1999; Yin and Knowlton 2004); with sim-
ilar dissociations noted in humans (Corkin 1968; Knowlton et al.
1996; Hartley et al. 2003; Squire 2004; Bohbot et al. 2007; Balleine
and O’Doherty 2010; Banner et al. 2011; Wit et al. 2012).
Moreover, several factors that modulate strategy recruitment are
shown to act differentially on neural structures implicated in
place and response navigation (Packard 1987, 2009; McDonald
et al. 2004). In light of these findings, and those showing that suc-
cessful Win-Shift performance and VTE are dependent upon
place-based brain regions (McDonald and White 1993; Hu and
Amsel 1995; Hu et al. 1997, 2006; Devan et al. 2011), it is tempting
to discuss the results of this research in terms of task-specific en-
gagement of place and response neural circuits. We put forth a hy-
pothesis that maintenance of a place strategy on the primary
choice point (despite overtraining) during Win-Shift training is
due to specified secondary recruitment of the hippocampus and
supporting place-based neural structures (e.g., dorsomedial stria-
tum; Yin and Knowlton 2004). As Win-Stay and Win-Win tasks
produce a comparable, albeit transient, effect on strategy, the sim-
plest explanation would assert that these tasks also exert their ef-
fects through a time-limited hippocampal-mediated mechanism.
In support of this idea, learning of the second turn of a two-turn
response-based task was disrupted in a transgenic line of mice
lacking N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor GluN1 subunits in CA1
of the hippocampus (Rondi-Reig et al. 2006), a finding consistent
with the role of hippocampus in sequence learning and memory

(Kesner et al. 2002). This two-turn response-based task was ad-
ministered for �2 wk. Therefore, it is unclear if a more extensive
training period would permit secondary performance to be sup-
plemented by an alternative neural mechanism and learning
strategy. Our findings that show an increase in primary response
navigation with extended training on Win-Stay and Win-Win
tasks, however, support this notion.

Consistent with the hypothesis that the effects of secondary
Win-Shift training on primary strategy reliance are mediated by
the hippocampus, spatial training has been shown to increase
gray matter selectively in the hippocampus (Maguire et al. 2006;
Lerch et al. 2011), a factor directly associated with increased reli-
ance on place strategies (Bohbot et al. 2007). Further work will
need to clarify the degree to which secondary training can influ-
ence strategy reliance in subjects with a response predisposition,
e.g., as a result of aging (Bohbot et al. 2012), neuroanatomical var-
iability (Bohbot et al. 2007; Wit et al. 2012), genetic polymor-
phism (Banner et al. 2011), stress (Packard 2009; Schwabe et al.
2010), and/or sleep deprivation (Hagewoud et al. 2010), rather
than repeated practice and experience. Nonetheless, this research
opens a promising line of future investigation. We emphasize,
however, that even slight alterations to training designs can sig-
nificantly modify the neural structures supporting a particular
task. Therefore, behavioral results obtained using the OpT maze
in conjunction with measures of neural activity, plasticity, and
causality will help further our understanding of the neural regula-
tion of and the precise relationship between attentive and auto-
matic memory systems.

Materials and Methods

Animals
Male Long-Evans Hooded rats (Charles River Laboratories,
Wilmington, MA), 275–500 g, were pseudo-randomly assigned
to one of four tasks (Win-Shift, n ¼ 16; Win-Stay, n ¼ 14;
Win-Win, n ¼ 13; and Plus, n ¼ 20) (Fig. 1D,E). In addition, a sep-
arate group of rats (P-WSh, n ¼ 14) was given 2 wk of pretraining
on the Plus task followed by training on the Win-Shift task. All
methods were in accordance with the National Institutes of
Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and
were approved by the George Mason University Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee.

Apparatus
Tasks were administered on the OpT maze (Opposing Ts) (Fig. 1),
an adaptation of the Plus maze (e.g., Tolman et al. 1946; see also
Pol-Bodetto et al. 2011) with secondary arms attached to and bi-
sected by the ends of the east and west arm segments of the
“plus.” Thus, it is comprised of four primary maze segments, i.e.,
north, east, south, west, and four secondary maze segments, i.e.,
northeast, northwest, southeast, and southwest (Fig. 1C), each
measuring23.5 in (length) × 4.5 in (width) × 0.75 in (height)built
off square choice points measuring 4.5 in (length) × 0.75 in
(height). Each arm segment permits attachment of a removable
blockade (Plexiglas) and an opaque, circular food (reward) cup
measuring 1.25 in (height) and 2.5 in (diameter). The maze is con-
structed from pine boards painted flat black and coated with a clear
lacquer. It swivels 360˚ on its cylindrical base which elevates the
maze 28 in. The testing room was environmentally enriched (Fig.
1B) with three-dimensional objects and geometric shapes hanging
on the walls and ceiling. Furthermore, lighting was provided by
four floor lamps placed in the northeast, northwest, southeast,
and southwest corners of the room, each using 30-W bulbs.

Habituation
Upon import to our animal facility, rats were housed (2–3 per
cage) for a minimum of 7 d. Rats were then individually housed
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and brought to 85% of their free-feeding weight through caloric
restriction over an additional 7 d. Concurrent with caloric restric-
tion, rats were handled 5-min daily (“Holding” in Fig. 1F; see
Packard and McGaugh 1996). Following this period, rats were ha-
bituated to Froot Loop (FL) cereal (Kellogg) by placing three FL
halves in their home cage. Rats were shaped daily to take and con-
sume a FL half from a reward cup positioned at the end of a rect-
angular table in a room distinct from that used for training
(“Shaping” in Fig. 1F). After consuming the FL half for at least
three consecutive days and under 180 sec on the final 2 d, rats
were habituated to the OpT maze (“Maze Hab.” in Fig. 1F). On
each day, for 2 d, maze habituation provided 5 min of maze ex-
ploration starting the rat from the south arm with the north
arm blocked (e.g., Packard and McGaugh 1996). During maze ha-
bituation, single FL halves were placed in all reward cups, with one
cup positioned at each possible reward site (at the ends of the east
and west arm segments for the Plus task, and at the ends of the
four secondary arm segments for Win-Shift, Win-Stay, and
Win-Win tasks). The experimenter recorded the rat’s first arm en-
try. The side recorded on day 2 of maze habituation was identified
as the rat’s arm/turn preference.

Tasks
After maze habituation, training began and proceeded daily for 5
wk (except for every seventh day when a strategy probe was ad-
ministered) (Fig. 1F). During training, the north arm was blocked
and the animal was started from the south arm (Fig. 1C). Twelve
runs were given daily with a 3-min run maximum and 30-sec
inter-run interval during which the rat was kept in the holding
cage behind the south arm. Throughout training, the animal
was rewarded to the side of the maze (east or west) opposite its
preference (e.g., Tolman et al. 1946) identified during day 2 of
maze habituation. The reward consisted of a single FL half placed
in the reward cup positioned at the end of the appropriate arm
segment according to task-specific training rules. During days 1
and 2 of training, the rat could retrace its steps to find the goal af-
ter entering a nonrewarded arm (e.g., Ritchie et al. 1950). With the
exception of the P-WSh condition, for which this self-correction
method was also applied to the secondary arms for the first 2 d
of Win-Shift training, on day 3 and onward, after entering a non-
rewarded arm, the rat was removed from the maze. Between runs,
the maze was pseudo-randomly rotated 180˚ and wiped down
with water to minimize use of intra-maze cues. On the first two
runs of the first day of training, a trail of four FL halves led the
rat from the choice point to the baited reward cup. Arm entries
and reward latency were documented by the experimenter with
the aid of a silent-operation stopwatch.

Win-Shift, Win-Stay, and Win-Win tasks (Fig. 1D) included
two consecutive choice points (primary and secondary) (Fig.
1C). The primary choice could be learned using either a place or
response strategy and rely on reference memory. This primary
turn was equivalent to that in the Plus task. However, to retrieve
the food reward, each rat was required to navigate the secondary
arms. Reward cups were placed at the end of each secondary
arm. Each trial (six daily) consisted of a pair of runs (e.g., Dumas
et al. 2004). One of the secondary arms was blocked on the first
run leading the rat to find a reward on the open arm (forced
run). On the second run, neither arm was blocked, requiring a
choice to be made between the two open arms (choice run).

The learning demands of the secondary choice varied accord-
ing to the assigned task. On the choice run, the Win-Shift task
(e.g., McDonald and White 1993) rewarded entry into the previ-
ously blocked arm (assigned pseudo-randomly), requiring work-
ing memory. In contrast, the Win-Win task rewarded entry into
either arm and thus did not require secondary learning. For the
Win-Stay task, on forced runs, the blocked arm was invariably po-
sitioned opposing the start arm, and the same previously reward-
ed arm (on the forced run) was again rewarded on choice runs.
Thus the Win-Stay task, by design, was a serial dual-solution
task and could be solved by reference memory.

The Plus task (Fig. 1E) consisted of a single (primary) choice
for which rats were rewarded when making a consistent turn from

the south starting position (constants throughout training
[Ritchie et al. 1950; Hicks 1964]). Thus, like the primary choice
on each secondary task, the Plus task could be learned using long-
term memory engaging either a place or response strategy. Entry
into secondary arms was restricted by Plexiglas blockades at the
ends of the east and west arms. Reward cups were placed at the
ends of the east and west arms in front of the blockades.

To assess the strategies used on the primary choice across
training sessions, on every seventh day a probe consisting of a sin-
gle run was administered, starting the animal from the arm oppo-
site to the training start arm (Fig. 1C,F; Hicks 1964; Packard and
McGaugh 1996; Packard 1999). A place strategy was identified if
the rat entered the same arm rewarded during training. A response
strategy was recorded if the rat made the same turn rewarded dur-
ing training (Fig. 1C; see Supplemental Videos A, B for examples of
Plus and Win-Shift training and probe runs). Five total probes
were administered for Win-Shift, Win-Stay, Win-Win, and Plus
groups (Fig. 1F). Seven total probes were given in the P-WSh con-
dition, two during Plus pretraining and five during Win-Shift
training.

Data analysis
Maze habituation, training, and probe sessions were videotaped
for subsequent analysis. During maze habituation, training, and
probe runs, an arm entry was defined by the full body of the rat
excluding the tail. Rats were excluded from analysis if ,75% accu-
rate on the primary choice or displaying a reward latency mean
.2 min on days prior to probe runs. This procedure excluded
five rats (6% of total).

As rats were prevented from self-correcting after the initial
2-d interval, task accuracy on the secondary choice for
Win-Shift, Win-Stay, and P-WSh conditions was calculated only
if a rat was successful on the primary choice during both forced
and choice runs. This procedure permitted orthogonal analyses
of primary and secondary choice accuracy. Since the Win-Win
task rewarded both secondary arms on choice runs, by design,
rats in this condition could not make an incorrect choice and
were thus excluded from secondary choice accuracy analyses.

Rats using a “stable” strategy invariably displayed the same
strategy on each probe run. The remaining rats were grouped as
having “variable” strategy use. Stable rats were subdivided accord-
ing to place or response biases. Variable rats were subdivided ac-
cording to the direction of their strategy transition, i.e., from
place-to-response or from response-to-place. For each variable
rat, this designation was determined by dummy coding place (1)
and response (0) strategies and calculating the slope of the line
of best fit across probes one through five. The sign of this line de-
termined each variable rat’s grouping; a negative slope indicated a
transition from place-to-response navigation and a positive slope
indicated a transition from response-to-place navigation. In the
P-WSh condition, the line of best fit was calculated from the five
probe runs administered during the Win-Shift phase of training
(data were equivalent when accounting for all probes given
both during Plus pretraining and Win-Shift training phases). For
analysis, variable data (Fig. 3C) were weighted by the absolute
value of the slope of the line of best fit. This approach provided
greater influence to those rats with more robust transitions
(data were equivalent when using unweighted counts of variable
transitions).

VTE was quantified on the primary choice point of probe
runs using experimenter-scored analysis of recorded videos.
Similar to previous studies (e.g., Hu and Amsel 1995) measuring
VTE by the number of head orientations to visual stimuli prior
to action selection, we defined VTE as the number of unique par-
tial head/body entries into the open arms surrounding the prima-
ry choice point prior to full body entry into either the east or west
arm. This value was tallied for each probe session for each rat. For
example, Supplemental Video A (early training probe) shows a se-
quence of partial arm crosses prior to west arm entry with the full
body: (1) two paws in the east arm, (2) two paws in the west arm,
and (3) two paws in the north arm. The VTE score for this probe
run is three. If no such partial crosses were made, the resulting
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score is zero (e.g., Supplemental Video A, extended training
probe). The duration of time spent in distinct portions of the
maze on probe runs was also scored from videos by an experiment-
er with the aid of a stopwatch. Three regions of interest were ap-
plied to segment the maze: the starting arm, the primary choice
point (defined by the central square), and the east and west arm
segments. A subset of video files (�22% in total) distributed across
Win-Shift, Win-Stay, Win-Win, and Plus tasks was corrupted dur-
ing back-up. Thus, not all probe runs were analyzed for VTE events
or exploration of maze segments. However, complete sets of intact
video files (i.e., video of all probe runs for a given rat) from animals
representative of aggregate data in each task (Win-Shift, n ¼ 12;
Win-Stay, n ¼ 9; Win-Win, n ¼ 11; Plus, n ¼ 13; P-WSh, n ¼ 14)
permitted unbiased statistical comparison of VTE and arm seg-
ment exploration. In addition to arm entry designations on probe
runs, all findings reliant on experimenter-scored video analysis
were corroborated through further video analysis by researchers
blind to secondary task assignment and research hypotheses.

Data compiled across probe runs from the P-WSh condition
(i.e., Figs. 3B,C, 4) represent those collected during the Win-
Shift training phase (weeks 3–7). Unless otherwise noted, data
are presented as mean+ standard error of the mean. A mixed
model ANOVA was utilized to assess task, training duration, and
strategy-grouping effects on primary and secondary choice accu-
racy, reward latency, and VTE. Single-sample t-tests were run to
determine if secondary Win-Shift accuracy was above chance lev-
els. Fisher’s exact test, the x2 test for homogeneity, Cochran’s Q
test, and a mixed model logistical regression with binary variables,
a procedure fit with the generalized estimating equation, were uti-
lized to compare strategy use across tasks and training duration.
Pearson’s r was calculated to assess correlation between strategy
and secondary choice accuracy, and strategy and VTE. Statistical
significance was interpreted using the criterion of P , 0.05. All
post-hoc tests were corrected for type-1 error inflation using the
Bonferroni technique. The Greenhouse–Geisser correction was
applied to violations of sphericity (for full details on these statis-
tical tests, see Davis 2002; Sheskin 2011).
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